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Abstract-Standard strategies for grid adaption in numerical solutions of two-point boundary 
value problems for systems of ODES rely on equidistribution of some local measure of the error. 
A different approach to grid adaption is to construct grids on which a given discretization method 
yields higher order approximations. Such a strategy was shown to be successful for some finite 
difference schemes and the results were superior to those obtained with other grid adaptions. In 
this paper we discuss order increasing grid adaption for Runge-Kutta methods. We show that for 
linear problems simple modifications of basic methods allow the construction of grids with an order- 
increasing property. These techniques extend to fully nonlinear problems, but the algorithms become 
costly for most Runge-Kutta schemes. It is shown that a class of saturated Runge-Kutta methods 
retains the simplicity of the linear case. We give a characterization of this class of methods, propose 
an order-increasing grid adaption algorithm and present numerical results of some problems with 
boundary layers to support our findings. 
Keywords-Grid adaption, Nonuniform mesh, Irregular grids, Boundary value problems, Ordi- 
nary differential equations, Defect correction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The solution of a two-point boundary value problem (BVP) is a (vector) function of the single 
variable x that satisfies the differential equation and the boundary conditions. A numerical 
solution to such a problem is computed from a related system of algebraic equations obtained 
by a discretization of the BVP. There exist many different kinds of discretization methods (finite 
difference, finite element, finite volume, spectral), but with an exception of some spectral methods, 
all of the discretizations are defined on some set of grid points in the domain of the problem. 
It is well-known that the accuracy of the solution approximation depends on the type of a 
discretization method chosen and the number and the distribution of grid points. 
For problems with solutions having variations in scale, the accuracy depends very strongly 
on how the grid points are distributed. Of course, if computational power was unlimited, the 
prescribed accuracy could be achieved by resolving the problem on a uniform grid with sufficiently 
many points. Most applications, however, require some degree of grid adaption to balance the 
contradictory demands of required accuracy and limited speed and memory of computers. A more 
accurate numerical solution can frequently be obtained by adjusting the grid without increasing 
the number of grid points. 
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One can distinguish several different strategies to grid construction. An a priori approach uses 
information provided by the description of the BVP to identify regions of high variations of the 
solution and assigns grid points more densely there than in the remaining regions. Since usually 
the form of solution variation is not known, it is not expected that the distribution will be optimal. 
Nonetheless, this approach allows for considerable improvement in accuracy of computations if 
the regions are identified correctly before the onset of computations. 
The remaining strategies attempt to construct the grid automatically without a ptiori analysis 
of the BVP. One approach is to reformulate the discretized system so that some of the equa- 
tions describe the unknown position of grid points. Naturally, those equations are coupled with 
equations approximating the original BVP. Thus, both the grid distribution and the approximate 
solution of the BVP at the grid points are to be determined simultaneuously. This method, al- 
though theoretically quite appealing, leads often to ill-posed systems and is not widely popular 
(see PI). 
Another approach relies on a three-step algorithm: approximately solve the BVP on a given 
initial grid, use the approximation to determine more optimal grid distribution, and then solve 
the problem again on the new grid. Obviously, the solution on the initial grid must be accurate 
enough to yield sufficient information about the BVP solution to allow an accurate approximation 
of the grid. 
There are many ways in which the information obtained from the solution on the initial grid 
can be used to construct an optimal grid. Most methods to accomplish this are based on the 
equidistribution of some quantity associated with the solution such as arc-length (21, curvature [3], 
or some derivative of a solution component [4] on the new grid. One appealing idea [1,5,6] is to 
equidistribute the local truncation error in the hope that if the proposed scheme remained stable, 
this would lead to the equidistribution of the discretization error. The latter approaches lead to 
efficient adaptive algorithms like PASVAR [6] or COLNEW [7]. See also [6] for a review of other 
approaches. 
A different idea applied to optimal distribution of grid points is to find a grid pattern which 
increases the order of accuracy of the local truncation error over what is expected from the 
classical theory. If the stability of the numerical method is retained, this will result in a kind of 
superconvergence, at least at the grid points. 
In [8], it is shown that this is possible for a class of scalar, second order, two-point boundary 
value problems using the standard three-point finite difference method and measuring errors 
either by mean square truncation error or mean square discretization error. More precisely, for 
such problems it is possible to choose N adapted grid points, so that asymptotically as N goes 
to infinity the order of convergence for the three-point finite difference method is four on the 
sequence of adapted grids as opposed to two on any other grids. These “order-increasing” grids 
are obtained by evaluation of a grid generating function 4 satisfying a certain nonlinear boundary 
value problem (the grid BVP). It is relatively easy to obtain accurate approximation to 4. 
The above result is asymptotic and raises a question of comparison of this new grid adap- 
tion strategy to the equidistribution strategies mentioned earlier. In [9], the “order-increasing” 
algorithm was tested on several scalar BVPs and compared with some of the equidistributing 
strategies found in the literature. The tests indicated that the new strategy yielded more ac- 
curate results for moderate values of N even for some problems not satisfying the restrictions 
stated in [8]. 
The numerical experiments performed for a class of scalar equations encouraged a search for 
a similar theory of “order-increasing” grids for finite difference methods for BVPs described by 
systems of first order ordinary differential equations (ODES). We pursued this question in [lo] 
discussing various aspects of such generalization for several simple one-step methods. For exam- 
ple, it can be shown that the standard trapezoidal method cannot have “order-increasing” grids, 
but its simple modification (the P-method) does. In fact, in order to obtain an increase of the 
order, one has a choice of either maintaining separate grids for each component of the solution, 
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or further modifying the method to allow its adaptation to the optimal grid. The first alternative 
does not seem very practical, since it requires interpolation between grids. The second choice 
is more feasible. In this case, superconvergence is maintained in all components by finding the 
grid function 4 from one component and then continuously changing the difference method in 
the remaining component. The method, so modified, is stable, and an algorithm proposed in the 
paper yielded numerical results confirming the theory. 
An analysis of other popular discretization methods in this context suggests itself as the next 
step in the investigation of “order-increasing” grids. In view of the fact that several adaptive 
codes for numerical solutions of two-point BVPs use collocation (a subclass of Runge-Kutta) 
methods for discretization of the BVP and equidistribution of the truncation error for the grid 
adaption, we turned to these methods in an attempt to replace the equidistribution strategy by 
an “order-increasing” one. 
In this paper, we discuss the modifications of the standard collocation methods required to 
apply the “order-increasing” methodology. The fact that the trapezoidal method can be viewed 
as a collocation method served as a guide in the development of the theory. The discussion is 
done in the context of Runge-Kutta methods, the collocation methods being their special case. 
During the course of numerical experiments it became clear that the “order-increasing” strat- 
egy yields superior results to those obtained from the equidistribution on problems where both 
can be applied. Hoewever, there exist classes of two-point BVPs for which the order-increasing 
strategy (01s) is not practical, or even impossible for most implicit Runge-Kutta methods. More 
specifically, it can be shown that 01s is always possible (any Runge-Kutta method) for scalar 
nonlinear two-point BVPs. The case of systems of BVPs is more complicated. The 01s may be 
used for any Runge-Kutta method for linear systems of differential equations with constant coef- 
ficients. The construction breaks down for nonlinear systems. The only practical OIS-adaptable 
Runge-Kutta method (of order two or higher) which we have found is the trapezoidal method. 
For any other higher order method, the construction becomes very complicated and thus quite 
impractical. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 review some of the order- 
increasing grid adaption results for scalar and system two-point BVPs for finite difference dis- 
cretizations. This is done to set the stage for the extension of those results to Runge-Kutta 
methods, Section 4 forms the main part of the paper. It begins with a discussion of local trun- 
cation errors for Runge-Kutta methods. The modifications required to obtain order-increasing 
grid adaption similar to the one in the preceding sections are presented next. The section ends 
with a characterization of those Runge-Kutta methods for which such adaption strategies are 
computationally practical. A grid adaption algorithm is given in Section 5 and the last section 
presents the results of some numerical experiments. 
2. ORDER-INCREASING GRID ADAPTION FOR A 
THREE-POINT FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD (SCALAR 
TWO-POINT BVPS) 
In this section, we present a simplified version of results contained in [8] in order to motivate 
the investigations in the rest of the paper. Consider the numerical solution of the scalar two-point 
boundary value problem 
Y” = f (2, Y), Y(O) = YO, Y(l) = Yl, (1) 
by using the standard three-point finite difference scheme on a nonuniform grid. Specifically 
let 4 be a strictly increasing function on [0, l] with 4(O) = 0 and 4(l) = 1 and let N be a 
positive integer. Let xi = ~$(i/iV). The function 4 is called a grid finction. Then yi = y(xi) is 
approximated by wi which satisfy 
S2Wi = f(Zi, Wi), 201~ = YO, WN = Yl, (0 < i < N), 
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hj = xj+l - ~j, 
The mean square local truncation error is given by 
[ 
N-l 
1 
112 E(4, N)=c 1fi2yi - f(xi, yi)12hi . 
i=l 
We say 4 yields local truncation errors of order q if 
limsup NqE($, N) < co. 
N-CO 
The problem is to choose 4 so as to maximize the order of local truncation error. Given stability 
of the method, this will result in the highest possible order of the global discretization error. A 
permissible class C of grid functions would require at least that 4 be strictly increasing, but also 
may impose some degree of smoothness. Let E(4, N) be a measure of the error in the solution 
of a given boundary value problem using a fixed numerical method to solve the problem at the 
N + 1 points generated by 4. The function &I E C will be called the order-increasing grid function 
if for every 4 E C, 4 # $9, 
. E(40,N) o 
A&a E(c$,N) = * 
The term order-increasing grid will be used to refer to any grid in the sequence of grids generated 
by an order-increasing grid function. 
The following results and the general case y” = f(s, y, y’) are discussed in [8]. The first theorem 
applies to a wide class of grid functions. 
THEOREM 1. [8, Theorem 31 For problem (1) every twice diflerentiable grid function 4 yields 
local truncation errors of order two with 
N’imm A?E(r#J, N) = & [l’ ]4~‘~‘(~(<))$“(<) + y’4’(~(E))~‘(5)212~‘(F) d<] 1’2. 
The only hope of improving the order of convergence of the local truncation error is to choose 4 
so that the integrand in Theorem 1 vanishes. This question reduces to finding a strictly increasing 
function @ satisfying the following nonlinear grid redistribution BVP: 
4Y’3’(@(5))w5) + Y’4’(@(E))w~)2 = 0, Q(O) = 0, a(1) = 1. (2) 
It turns out that if we let Q(t) = G-l(G(l)<) where G(x) = s: ly(3)(t)11’4dt, then Cp solves 
except at the zeroes of ~(~1. A function such as G(x) which is, up to a constant, the inverse 
of a grid function is called a grading finction. We note here that the dependence of G on the 
derivatives of the solution y is of the same form as in the equidistribution schemes (see [l]). The 
difference lies in the exponent of the integrand and the order of the derivative. 
With the grid function Q the order of the local truncation error increases to four, resulting in 
the following Theorem. 
THEOREM 2. [8, Theorem 4] Suppose Y(~)(X) # 0 on [ 0 1 , ]. Then CI, is the unique grid function 
which yields local truncation errors of order four; indeed, there is a positive constant C,, which 
depends only on the solution y of (1) such that 
lim N4E(Q, IV) = C,. 
N-+CO 
Thus, @ is the order-increasing grid function. 
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The last result, coupled with the stability of the differential equation, yields also a fourth order 
estimate of the discretization errors. We note that even when the condition Y(~)(Z) # 0 did not 
apply, numerical experiments showed that the grid function Q provided a superior placement of 
grid points for problems with severe boundary layers (see [9]). 
Investigation of other finite difference schemes applied to problem (1) may proceed along the 
same lines. After examination of the lowest order terms of the local truncation error at xi, it 
usually turns out that, for some choice of the grid function, it is possible to cancel them out. This 
is possible if finite differences involve at least three neighbouring points on a grid. In fact, the 
existence of an order-increasing grid has been shown in [ll] for the Stormer-Numerov method. 
It is rather straightforward to generalize the above methodology to second order systems of 
differential equations using finite differences on at least three adjacent grid points. The investiga- 
tion of first order systems of two-point BVPs is more challenging because popular discretization 
schemes (finite difference, collocation) for these problems are usually one step methods. In the 
next section, we consider this problem for the trapezoidal method. 
3. ORDER-INCREASING GRID ADAPTION FOR THE 
TRAPEZOIDAL METHOD (SYSTEMS OF 
TWO-POINT BVPS) 
In [lo], we describe an order-increasing grid adaption algorithm for the trapezoidal method 
applied to two-point BVPs for systems of first order differential equations. The grid function 
satisfied a certain grid redistribzltion BVP similar to (2). 
More precisely, we considered the boundary value problem 
Y’ = f(r, Y), Boy(O) + %Y(I) = Y, (3) 
where 
Y = (Yl,...,Ym), 
f(x, Y) = (fl(X, Y), . . ., fm(x, Y)) 7 
7= (Yl,...,%d, 
and B,-, and Bi are m x m matrices. Let Bo # 0 and B1 # 0 and assume the existence of a 
locally unique solution to problem (3). The function f is assumed to be sufficiently smooth to 
validate the discussion below. 
Let C#I be a strictly increasing function on [0, l] with 4(O) = 0 and 4(l) = 1 and let N be 
a positive integer. Let Q = +(i/N) and hi = zi+i - xi. We approximate yi = y(xi) by 
wi = (UJi,i,. . .,wm,i) h h 1 w ic so ve an appropriate system of difference equations. In order to 
employ the methods of [8], two intervals are needed in the consideration of the local truncation 
error. We introduce an extra point -zi = 4( (i + +)/N) in each interval (xi, xi+i) and the quantities 
ai = .z$ - xi and bi = xi+1 - zi SO that ai + bi = hi. The points .~i enter the consideration of 
truncation error, but the equations are not solved at those points. Now consider the following 
finite difference method: 
Wi+l - Wi 
hi 
= (1 - Di) f(Xi+l, Wi+l) + Di f(Xir Wi). 
Setting Di = l/2 yields the classical trapezoidal method. For this choice of Di the local 
truncation error at a point Zi is (for m = l), 
Yi+l - Yi _ (Yl+1 + 51:) 
hi 2 
= -&(ai + bi)2 [Y’~)(z~) + i(bi - ai)y(4)(q)] +. . . 
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The quantity in the brackets cannot be made to vanish by simply choosing an appropriate zi, 
which means that there is no grid redistribution BVP for the trapezoidal method. However, if 
the Di are defined as 
1 
Di(P> = 5 + P 
ai - bi 
hi 
for SOme p > 0, then a system of grid redistribution BVPs is given by (see 
PY"(4)4" + ;Y'"(sw)2 = 0, 4(O) =o, 9(l) = 1 
WI) 
Clearly an order-increasing grid function can only exist if a single scalar function 4 solves the 
above m equations simultaneously. This is, in general, impossible leading to the following compli- 
cation: either one is willing to construct and maintain m different grids, or another modification 
of the trapezoidal method is necessary. 
An order-increasing algorithm based on the former approach is feasible but impractical due 
to the cost of maintaining multiple grids and solving sparse linear systems with their structures 
heavily dependent on the grids and indirectly on the components of the solution. 
Thus, consider a further modification of the trapezoidal method by allowing the parameter p 
to be replaced by a vector of functions /3(z) = (pi(z), . . . ,&(z)) chosen so that 
P&)Y3~(S)M”(~) + f 93~(r))~‘(r)2 = 0, (5) 
for any grid function I$ subject only to the constraint that d”(t) # 0 on [0, l]. Note that the 
grid redistribution equation is of the same form as the one in the previous section. This gives the 
following method. 
DEFINITION. Variable P-trapezoidal scheme. Let xi = 4(i/N), zi = 4((i + i)/N), and yr,i = 
yr(zi). In this scheme, T.u~,~ will approximate y,.,i. Define an analogue to the difference equa- 
tions (4): 
S~r,i = (1 - Dr,i)fr(zi+i,wi+~) + Dr,i.Mzi,wi), (15 r <m, 0 5 i < N), 
where 
Writing the difference equations in vector form 
6Wi = (I - Di) f(Xi+l, Wi+l) + Di f(zi,wi), 
where Di is the diagonal matrix with entries D,.,i, the local truncation error at xi is 
ei(4, N) = bwi - (I - Di) f(Zi+i, yi+i) - Di f(zi, yi), (0 I i < N). 
Define the mean square truncation error by 
N-l 
1 
l/2 C lai(d,N)12hi . 
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With any smooth, nonuniform grid function rj the order of the local truncation error increases 
to four, resulting in the following 
THEOREM 3. [lo, Theorem 6] Suppose y” # 0 on [0, l] and Jet q5 be any suficiently smooth grid 
function with I$” # 0 on [0, 11, then the variable @rapezoidaJ method yields order four mean 
truncation errors, specifically: 
$immN4E(4,N) = C,+,, L 0. 
+ 
REMARK. Since the coefficients of this scheme depend on y, any numerical algorithm based on 
this scheme must include an approximation to y by some (simpler) method. Once that is obtained, 
an order-increasing grid is found using one of the components of the approximate solution from 
the grid redistribution equation (S), while the coefficient ,f? > 0 is fixed and constant. Next, the 
trapezoidal method is modified and the problem is solved again (see [lo] for the algorithm and 
numerical results). 
4. ORDER-INCREASING GRID ADAPTION 
FOR RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS 
(SYSTEMS OF TWO-POINT BVPS) 
In this section, we apply the methodology developed in Section 3 to a whole class of one-step 
implicit Runge-Kutta methods applied to a two-point BVP (3) described by a system of first 
order differential equations. Investigation of the local truncation error at an interior point zi of 
the subinterval (xi-i, xi) yields information about the existence of a grid redistribution BVP. As 
it should be expected from consideration of the trapezoidal method, the classical Runge-Kutta 
methods do not have order-increasing grids. However, a modification of these methods (simpler 
than the one in the previous section) gives rise to similar order-increasing theory. The grid 
redistribution BVPs have the same form as those in [8,10] allowing for efficient construction of 
the grid. The modifications of the discretization methods require the same data as the grid design 
and do not change the discretization matrix. 
Below, we study this problem in detail. First, we present the general structure of Runge-Kutta 
formulas. Next, modifications of the standard methods are discussed based on the considera- 
tion of the local truncation error for a model, linear two-point BVP. A result describing mod- 
ifications necessary for order-increasing grids follows. The section ends with the discussion of 
order-increasing grid adaption for Runge-Kutta methods in for a general, nonlinear systems. 
Any one-step, s-stage Runge-Kutta formula used for the numerical solution of the problem (3) 
has the form 
wi+1 = wi +h&pij, 
j=l 
kij = f Xi + pihi, Wi + hi 2 “jk kik , (1 5 j I s). 
k=l 
The so-called Butcher-array provides a condensed representation of the Runge-Kutta methods: 
P Q 
+ P’ 
where p = (pi), o = (oij), and fi = (pi). The real parameters pi, pi and oij define the method. 
The local truncation error is defined as 
E, = Yi+1 - Yi 
z 
hi -2 Pj kj, 
j=l 
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Ccij = f Xi + Pjhi, yi + hi 2 “jk kik 7 (1 I j I s>s 
k=l 
4.1. Local Truncation Errors for Runge-Kutta Methods Applied to Linear Problems 
In this section, we consider local truncation errors of one-step Runge-Kutta methods applied 
to linear systems of ODES and express them in a suitable form for considering order-increasing 
grids. Consider a model problem 
y’ = Ay + b, Bo ~(0) + &y(l) = 7, (6) 
where A is an m x m constant matrix, b a constant vector and the remaining quantities are 
defined as in (3). 
Let 4 be a fixed twice differentiable function, 4”(c) # 0 on [O,l]. Let xi = 4(i/N), ZZ~ = 
$((i + i)/N) and d e fi ne quantities ai = zi - zi and bi = zi+r - .~i. In order to analyze the 
possibility of an order-increasing grid adaption, we examine the local truncation error at a point 
zi E (xi, zi+i). The expectation is that an addition of some corrective term to the Runge-Kutta 
formula will result in a cancellation of lowest order terms in the error formula similar to the one 
described for the trapezoidal rule in the previous section. 
The local truncation error of an s-stage Runge-Kutta method applied to the linear problem (6) 
is given by 
~. = Yi+1 - Yi 
z 
hi -2 Pj Lj, j=l 
where 
kij = A yi f hi 2 ajk i&k + b 
k=l 
k=l 
This, in the direct product notation, is 
ici = ci + hi(& ~9 A)i&, 
where iCi = (&ii,. . . , Lis), ci = (Y:, . . . , Y:), Q! = (aij). For sufficiently small hi, we have 
I& = 2 hF(a @ A)’ Ci = 2 hr(a' @ AT)ci, 
r=o r=o 
which 3 denoting a’ = a!‘) , can be written as 
( > $3 
kij = g h$;)A’y;. 
r=o 
Substituting the above into the local truncation error, we obtain 
~, = yi+l - Yi 
2 
hi 
- gh;y,yjT+l), 
r=o 
where 
(r > Oh 
j=l k=l 
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and “lo = 1. Now expand the terms yi+l - yi in Taylor series about zi to obtain 
where 
Observing that, given Runge-Kutta method of order p, the first p - 1 terms must vanish, we can 
express the local truncation error at a point .zi in the following way. 
THEOREM 4. Given a linear problem (6) the local truncation error at points zi for any l-step 
Runge-Kutta method of order p with sufficiently smooth grid function q5 can be written as 
ei = h? d y(p+‘) 
2 P z + O(h;+‘) 
= N-P(q5;)Pdp y(P+l)(zi) + O(N-~-1). (7) 
Note that the coefficient dp in the leading term of the local truncation error depends on the 
parameters of the Butcher table through the coefficients ^ (r. Below, we list several coefficients 7,. 
for some popular implicit Runge-Kutta methods (see [12] for the corresponding Butcher arrays). 
1 
METHOD stage 71 -Y2 73 
114 m 13”16 (midpoint) 
l/6 l/24 l/144 
l/6 l/24 l/l20 
l/4 1/g l/16 (trapezoid) 
l/6 l/24 l/l44 
0 0 0 (Euler) 
l/6 l/18 l/54 
Gauss-Legendre 
Gauss-Legendre 
Gauss-Legendre 
Lobatto IIIA 
Lobatto IIIA 
Radau IA 
Ftadau IA 2 l/2 -I 
Note that the coefficients for s-stage Gauss-Legendre method are identical with those of the 
s + 1 Lobatto IIIA method (only for a linear problem). 
4.2. Order-Increasing Grid Adaption for Runge-Kutta Methods Applied to Linear 
ODES 
The main question addressed in this section is this: given a Runge-Kutta method for the 
numerical solution of a two-point BVP, is it possible to find a grid function so that the order of 
local truncation error on grids generated by it exceeds that which is pr-edicted by the classical 
theory? This would result in a kind of super-superconvergence on the grid points xi induced by 
the choice of the grid function. It would be useful if the grid redistribution BVP had a similar 
form to equations (2) and (5). 
Examining the leading term of the error in Theorem 4, we see that there is no grid function 4, 
which causes it to disappear. To obtain a grid redistribution equation 
64:’ yp + dp(4;)2 y(J’+‘) = 0, 4(O) = 0,441) = 1, (8) 
which is of the similar form as the grid BVPs in Sections 2 and 3, an additional term must be 
added to the Runge-Kutta method. 
Consider, for example, the trapezoidal method (two-stage Lobatto IIIA method). This is a 
second order method with the Butcher array given by 
010 0 
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The leading term in the error expansion (taking m = 1 for simplicity) computed from Theorem 4 
is 
- 
which is, of course, an identical result to the one obtained in Section 3. Clearly, without a 
modification of the method, it is not possible to choose a grid to cancel the second order term 
and thus increase the order of the local truncation error. One way to circumvent this difficulty 
is to modify the trapezoidal method as in Section 3. A simpler modification would be to add 
a corrective term to the trapezoidal method depending on some derivative of the solution y. 
Consider for example the following discretization 
w+1 - wi = f(zi+l,w+l) + f(zi,w) + 4Bbi - ai *, 
hi 2 
hi@“+1 - 61), 
for some 0 > 0. The expressions 2iri denote some approximations of Yi obtained before applying 
the above discretization. The discretization formula is not as impractical as it appears at the 
first glance, since it should be understood that some approximation to the unknown yi must be 
available for grid adaption. Thus, it is plausible to assume that some approximation of y: could 
also be obtained. 
The addition of a correction 48(bi - ai)/hi(@+l - 6:) is dictated by a desire to create an 
extra term in the truncation expansion of the form &‘Y(~)(z~). Indeed, this is accomplished since 
4(bi-ai) approximates 4yNW2 and (ti:,, - ‘Lil:) /hi approximates yc2) (zi). In particular, we obtain 
the local truncation error equal to (again, m = 1) 
E,= Yi+1-yi (Y:+l+Y:) _4Bbi-ai 
2 
hi - 2 -+y:+i - Y:) 
= -& + bi)zy(a)(zi) - 48(bi - :i)y’z’(*i) + O(N_4) 
= W2 [-&@‘(Zi) - &(Qy(s)(2’)] + O(P), 
and if y” # 0 on [0, 11, the cancellation of the first two terms can be accomplished. In fact, if 
the expression in the brackets is set to zero, we obtain a grid redistribution equation similar to 
the one in Section 3. The only difference is that it is the right side of the system of algebraic 
equations that is corrected here, as opposed to the matrix of coefficients corrected in the previous 
modification of the trapezoidal method. 
Of course, in the case of the system of ODES, there is the additional complication of m grid 
redistribution equations to be solved by a single grid function 4. This can only happen if the 
parameter 8 is replaced by a vector of functions 0(z) = (01(z), . . . , e,(z)) appropriately chosen 
and dependent on 4 and y. 
The above example motivates the following modification procedure for any order p Runge- 
Kutta method. 
1. Compute the coefficient dP in the local truncation error using Theorem 4. 
2. Modify the Runge-Kutta method by adding terms 40,i(bi - ai)h”-3(Ck,i+, - CI~,~) to the 
right side of the discretization equations. 
The proposed modification would result in a system of of grid redistribution equations of the form 
er(0Y?)(~(0)00 - dpY?+1’(@(I))+‘(E)2 = 0, (9) 
NO) = 0, 4(l) = 1, llrlm, 
to be solved for the grid function 4 and the correction functions 19~. A unique solution of the 
system can be obtained by, for example, fixing the grid function 4 and computing the corrections. 
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This approach is essentially a sort of defect correction and does not result in a grid adaption 
algorithm. However, choosing a priori one of the functions 0,. yields a decoupled system ODES 
which can be solved for the grid function 4 and the remaining corrections. 
Suppose, for example, that we choose to set @l(z) = 8 = const. Then, the equation 
~Ylp’bwM”(~) - dpYl”+“(w)4’(5)2 = 0, 
4(O) = 0,4(l) = 1, 
has the solution 4(c) = Gi’(Ge(l)<), where 
Go(x) = I’ [y?‘(t)] -“” dt. 
In an actual algorithm, an approximation to the grid function #J would be obtained using approx- 
imations to yi from the discretization on the initial grid. Once 4 is known, one can set 
Considering the above, we formulate the following definition. 
DEFINITION. (Variable &Runge-Kutta scheme) Let 4 be a fixed twice-differentiable function, 
4”(E) # 0 on [O,l]. Let zi = d(i/N), zi = 4((i + 4)/N), and y,.,i = yr(zi). Assume that 
\iirri approximates yTlr,i and tiri approximates 
( 
t$‘+l’(zi)/ti!p)(ti)) (($i)“/ (4:)) with O(N-I). 
Define an analogue to the Runge-Kutta method (6) of order p by: 
kij = f Xi + pjhi, wi + hi 2 CYjk kik (1 I j I s), 
k=l 
where 
hi = xi+1 -xi, I& = Zi - Xi, bi = xi+1 - zi, 
&.i = dpC?i, 
(?+#q(i+;)/N). 
The above definition, together with the preceding remarks, gives the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that an approximation to the problem (6) has been obtained by an ap- 
plication of some convergent discretization method. Suppose y(P) # 0 on [0, l] and let q5 be any 
sufficiently smooth grid function with qS’ # 0 on [O,l]. Then a variable 8 Runge-Kutta method 
defined above has a local truncation error at least O(N-P-l). 
REMARK. The order-increasing grid adaption based on eliminating the leading term of the 
truncation error will yield improvements of two orders for Runge Kutta methods with even error 
expansions (e.g., Gauss and Lobatto schemes). In the remaining cases, (most notably for Radau 
methods) the order increases by one. 
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4.3. Order-Increasing Grid Adaption for Runge-Kutta Methods Applied to Non- 
linear ODES 
In this section, we study order-increasing grid adaption for Runge-Kutta methods applied to 
nonlinear systems of ODEs. Since any nonautonomous system can be imbedded in an autonomous 
one, it suffices to consider the following boundary value problem 
Y’ = f(Y)? Do ~(0) +&y(l) = Y. (11) 
Given that the function f is sufficiently many times differentiable, there exists an isolated solution 
of (11) and a general s-stage Runge-Kutta method is given by its Butcher’s table 
P a 
+ P’ 
In order to write down the leading term of the truncation error for a Runge-Kutta method, it 
is best to introduce the concept of rooted trees, which are defined as connected graphs with no 
circuits and one distinguished vertex (see [13]). Let r(t) denote the order of the tree t or number 
of its vertices. The symmetry a(t) is the order of the symmetry group of t, i.e., the group of 
isomorphisms of the tree onto itself. The density y(t) is defined recursively as 
Y(T) = I, 
+d[t1t2 I - *. ,tml) = r([htz,. . . ,tml)r(tl)rttl), . . * ,r(h), 
where the symbols tr, . . . , t, stand for the trees defined by deleting the root of t = [tltg, . . . , tm] 
and 7 is the trivial tree with one vertex. 
Given a function f : X --t X, the elementary diflerential F(f, t) : X + X, corresponding to a 
tree t, is defined by 
F(f> T)(Y) = f(Y), 
where T is the tree with a single vertex and by 
v,t)(Y) = f’“‘(Y)(WJl),. ..,Jyf,bn)). 
The elementary weight G(t) for the rooted tree t is defined recursively by 
Qi([tltz,. - * > hnl> = ~aij@j(tlPj(t2), . . . ,‘Pj(L) 
j=l 
act> = @,+1(t), 
where a,+r,j = /3j. 
The above definitions allow us to introduce the following theorem (see [13] for proof). 
THEOREM 6. The local truncation error of an s-stage Runge-Kutta method of order p at a point 
xi is given by 
ei = T,(zi)h; + 0 (hf+‘) , 
where 
Tph) = c T(t)=p+l &j [ $j - w] w t)(yh>). 
Note that the term Tp(xi) corresponds to d,y(P+‘) in equation (7). Consider, for example, 
two Runge-Kutta methods of order 2. Simple computations show that for the midpoint method 
(l-stage Gauss method) 
ei = h: -& Y’%) + f f,!‘(fi, fi) 1 + CJ(h;), 
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and for the trapezoidal method (Z&age Lobatto IIIA method) 
ei = -g $ y”‘(XJ + O(q). 
The former method is more representative of the general case, since for most of the Runge-Kutta 
methods the differentials of f do not form full derivatives of y. This is rather unfortunate if one 
wants to modify the given Runge-Kutta method using the approach developed in the linear case. 
The goal in that approach is to correct the right side of discretization equations to obtain the 
leading term of the local truncation error for the modified method of the form 
eqqyp - dp(f$yy’P+l’. 
In the linear case, this could be accomplished by adding 48(b - a)/F3 (y$‘) - yp-‘)) to ap 
proximate the first term in the above expression, but in the general nonlinear case, an additional 
correction would be necessary to cancel out the differentials which do not add up to a derivative 
of y (e.g., the term f,r’(fi, fi) for the midpoint method). Such additional corrections are obvi- 
ously impractical since they would necessitate the evaluation of derivatives of f resulting in a 
cumbersome and costly algorithm. 
It is useful to identify those Runge-Kutta methods whose leading term in the local truncation 
error expansion can be written as containing only the derivatives of y (and not the derivatives 
of f). We call such methods saturated and have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. A Runge-Kutta method of order p is saturated if and only if 
for all trees t with r(t) = p + 1. 
The proof of this theorem follows from the fact that (see [13]) 
Y”+‘(zi) = (p + l)! c 1F(f, t)(Y(si)). 
r(t)=p+l +dtMt) 
Thus, the term 
r,E+l $J [+) -a(t)] F(f,t)(y(zJ) 
is a nonzero multiple of yP+l(zi) if and only if 
& [&-Q(t)] =C#O 
holds for all trees t with r(t) = p + 1. Note that if C = 0, then automatically the method is of 
order p+ 1. 
REMARK. From our previous discussion, it is obvious that saturated Runge-Kutta methods exist 
(e.g., trapezoidal method). It is easy to show that any l-stage method of order 1 is saturated. We 
have shown that the (unique) l-stage, order 2 method (the midpoint method) is not saturated. 
Among 2-stage methods, the Gauss and Radau schemes are not saturated. None of the bstage 
Gauss, Lobatto or Radau methods are saturated. 
REMARK. Although the complete characterization of saturated methods has not been done, the 
above observations seem to indicate that there is little hope of obtaining practical order-increasing 
grid adaption for Runge-Kutta methods of higher order. The number of conditions which are 
imposed on any given method by Theorem 7 to satisfy the saturation property grows very rapidly 
with order p, and even if some of them might be removed from consideration for certain classes of 
Runge-Kutta problems (e.g., using simplifying assumptions), they seem to be difficult to satisfy 
for p > 2. 
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5. ALGORITHM 
Below we present an order-increasing grid adaption algorithm for a numerical solution of linear 
two-point systems of BVPs. It is easy to apply it to nonlinear BVPs using the quasilinearization 
approach. 
The order-increasing grid adaption algorithm based on the variable &Runge-Kutta method 
selects the grid function 4 and constructs 01(c), . . . , O,(c) as in Theorem 5. In particular, we 
choose a positive constant 6’ and construct 4 so that equation (9) holds for T = m and the constant 
function e,(E) = 8, then choose S,.(t), (1 5 r < m), using equation (10). 
To implement the algorithm we note that it is practical to construct B,.i observing that 
For the sake of computational simplicity in the algorithm we number the points of the supercon- 
vergent grid Z?e, . . . ,ii$,~ and obtain a solution at the even-numbered points; the odd-numbered 
points correspond to the zis. 
Variable O-Runge-Kutta Algorithm 
STEP 1. Select a Runge-Kutta method of order p, define the initial grid and approximately solve 
the problem. Choose an initial grid function # and a positive integer N. Use these to construct 
aninitialgridO=zo<~l<.--<sry=landlethi=z. *+i - xi. Use the selected Runge-Kutta 
method to obtain an approximate solution wi at xi. Note that Y(Q) - wi = O(hP), where 
h = Emmys hi* 
STEP 2. Find an approximation to y (P) to be used in the construction of the new grid and the 
corrections L&i. For each r, (1 I r I m) construct the interpolating polynomial v, of degree p on 
(O,l] using V,(Xi) = &F,(xi,Wi), (0 5 i 5 N). 
STEP 3. Find an approximation to the new grid from 
PI, = $(k/(2N)), I$(<) = G-‘(G(l)<), G(x) = iZ ly~)(t)l+“dt. 
a) Choose 0 > 0. Approximate G(Xi) by Gi defined by Ge = 0 and 
where the integrals are approximated 
b) For each k, (0 < k < 2N), 
Iv~-‘)(s))-dp’e ds (0 5 i < N) 
by trapezoidal quadrature. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Find the smallest i such that G~/GN >_ k/(2N). 
Construct the Hermite cubic interpolant Hi(x) to G(x) on 
[Xi-1,Xil. 
Find the new grid node zk by solving Hi (2,) = lc/(2N). 
Set 33~ = 0, Z&v = 1, and & = Zk+r - Zk, (0 5 k < 2N). 
STEP 4. Construct corrections t&(t). 
a) Evaluate A,.,i = In Iv$~~~)(x~) 1, (l<r<m, O<i<N). 
b) For each k, (1 5 k 5 N) 
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1. Find the smallest i such at xi > Z&k-1. 
2. Set Br,k = (-%,i - A,+l)/hi-1 
c) Set 
&k = -d,&,I, _ 
^h2k- l^h2k 
_ 
hzk - &k-i ’ 
(1 5 T < 772). 
STEP 5. Set up new discretization equations on the new grid zzk, (0 5 k < N) using the variable 
8-Runge-Kutta scheme with coeficients 6&k and solve it obtaining the improved approximation 
G2k. 
REMARK. Inspection of the above algorithm shows that the amount of work required is of the 
order of 0(m3N). Specifically, the construction of the systems in Steps 1 and 5 require 0(m2N) 
operations and their solution 0(m3N). Steps 2 and 4 are of the order O(mN). Step 3 does not 
depend on m and so requires O(N) operations. Thus, for sufficiently large m, the cost of solution 
of the linear system dominates all the other costs and an application of the adaptive algorithm on 
N points is about as costly as a corresponding standard Runge-Kutta method with 2N points. 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section, we illustrate the possibility of order-increasing grid adaption for Runge-Kutta 
methods, using the trapezoidal (Lobatto IIIA) method as an example. In this case, the order of 
the method p = 2 and da = -l/12. 
We study two problems with severe boundary layers and calculate approximate solutions using 
the following algorithms: 
METHOD 1. The standard trapezoidal scheme on grids determined by a fixed grid function chosen 
a priori to concentrate grid points in the boundary layer. 
METHOD 2. The standard trapezoidal scheme on grids determined by equidistribution of the 
local truncation error (see [l]). The equidistribution is performed twice for each value of N. 
METHOD 3. The variable B-Runge-Kutta algorithm (Steps l-5). 
METHOD 4. A fixed value of 82 is chosen and the grid function 4 is obtained as a closed form 
solution to equation (9) with r = 2 and the constant function e,(r) = 02. This is used to solve 
equation (9) exactly for e,(c). These functions are then used to obtain approximations by the 
variable B-Runge Kutta method. 
METHOD 5. The variable B-Runge-Kutta algorithm (Steps 1-5) applied twice. The grid and 
the numerical solution obtained from Method 3 are used as input for another application of the 
8-Runge-Kutta algorithm. 
Methods 1 and 2 are included to give a basis for comparison. Method 3 is based on the 
order-increasing grid adaption strategy. The linear systems in Steps 1 and 5 are solved by block- 
Gauss elimination without pivoting with nonseparated boundary conditions. Occasionally, as in 
Example 1, it is possible to apply Method 4. By solving for 4 and 81 exactly, the intermediate 
calculations (and their errors) can be eliminated. Method 5 illustrates the influence of better 
input data on the performance of the algorithm. 
For Method j with N subintervals, we define the discretization errors &j(N) and order of error 
reduction pj(N) as follows: let A = [Ii llY(x)[12dx]1’2, where y is the exact solution, and if wi 
is the approximation to y(xi) by Method j 
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Method 1 has asymptotic order 2. When the hypotheses of Theorem 5 hold, then Method 4 
yields errors with asymptotic order 4. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the boundary value problem 
11” - qu’ = f, (0 < z < l), u(0) = a, u’(1) = b, 
where f, a, and b are chosen so that the solution is U(Z) = (3(x + 1))“. The solution exhibits an 
increasingly strong boundary layer as q increases. The problem is converted to a system of first 
order equations by setting yi = u and ys = d/q. (Note that the equations are in fact decoupled.) 
We note that yy and yg do not vanish in [0, 11, so Theorem 4.2 is applicable. 
The algorithm is applied to the case q = 500. In Method 1, we choose an initial grid given 
by +(5) = 1o.3 in order to concentrate grid points near the boundary layer at x = 1. When 
Methods 3 and 4 are used, we fix 02 = 1. 
Table 1. Rsults for Example 1. 
N -51 (N) 
16 l.Oe+OO 
32 2.6e-01 
64 5.6e-02 
128 1.2e-02 
256 2.9e-03 
512 7.3e-04 
1024 1.8e-04 
2048 4.5e-05 
POW) 
8.0 
1.8 
3.5 
2.7 
2.4 
2.2 
2.1 
&4(N) 
2.3e-04 
1.3e-05 
8.4e-07 
5.2e-08 
3.2eo9 
2.Oe-10 
1.2e-11 
7.9e-13 I 
Pi 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
The expected order two results are obtained for Method 1 and 2. Method 2 delivers better 
results due to a better placement of grid points. Method 3 is superior to Method 2 because the 
grid adaption strategy concentrates the points near the boundary layer increasing the order of 
the method at the same time. The achieved order is not exactly equal to 4 due to approximations 
in Steps 3 and 4 of the algorithm. Method 4 yields order 4 results from the beginning, and since 
the exact grid 4 and 62(x) are used, the errors are smaller than those from Method 3. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the boundary value problem 
-eu” $2u’ + u = 0, (0 < 2 < l), u(0) = 1, u(1) = 2. 
This is a singular perturbation problem for small positive e. The solution is U(X) = Aeat + 
Be6(“-l), where a is approximately equal to -4 and b is approximately $ + a, and A and B 
are determined by the boundary conditions. We take here E = 0.001 which gives a = -0.4999, 
b = 2000.5, A = 1.0000, and B = 1.3934. This problem becomes a system by setting yr = u and 
ys = eu’. When Methods 2 and 3 are used, we fix 82 = 1. The initial grid is given by $(<) = <o.3 
because of the boundary layer at x = 1. 
It is important to note that Theorem 5 does not apply to this example since y&’ vanishes at 
one point in (0, l), nevertheless, the results are quite good. 
Method 1 on the nonuniform grid gives the expected results of order 2. Method 2 uses equidis- 
tribution for the adaption strategy and is included here for comparison purposes. It yields superior 
results for N < 1024. Methods 3 and 4 (order-increasing adaption performed once and twice for 
a given N) exhibit higher order behavior for N > 64, as expected. The apparent superiority of 
Method 2 and its irregularity with respect to the order of the method is hard to explain. Curi- 
ously, the results from applying equidistribution adaption only once yield overly adapted grids 
(all points in a boundary layer) and numerical approximations comparable with Method 1 (and 
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Table 2. Results for Example 2 with initial grid O(E) = c”.3. 
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N 
16 5.6e-01 
32 1.4e-01 
64 5.7e-02 
128 2.le-02 
256 5.8e-03 
512 1.3e-03 
1024 3.le-04 
2048 7.8e-05 
&I U”) PI(N) &2(N) 
2.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.8 
2.1 
2.0 
2.0 
1.2e-00 
2.7e-01 
2.Oe-04 
1.6604 
6.4eO6 
6.6e-07 
9.8e-08 
1.3+08 
pz(N) 
2.1 
10.3 
0.3 
4.7 
3.2 
2.7 
2.8 
E3(W 
l.Oe-00 
4.3e-01 
5.6e-02 
4.6e-03 
4.9e-04 
5.2e-05 
2.8~06 
1.7e-07 
Pi 
1.2 
2.9 
3.6 
3.2 
3.2 
4.1 
4.0 
9.8e-00 
4.2e-01 
1.8e-01 
9.0e-03 
1.7e-04 
1.6e-06 
5.4e-08 
3.9e-09 
1.2 
1.8 
3.7 
5.7 
6.7 
4.9 
3.7 
thus worse than Method 3 and 4). Only the second application of the equidistribution utilizing 
these inferior approximations results in significant improvements. We do not know the reason for 
this phenomenon. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
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